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Perimeter of a Square

1) Bianca visits a square-shaped island in Myanmar. The island is roughly 4.34 miles long on

each side. What is the perimeter of the island?

2) Bruce built a wooden frame around a mirror shaped like a square. If each side of the

frame measured 42 inches, what was the perimeter of the wooden frame?

3) Patrick constructs a sandbox with four wooden boards of equal length. If each board is

7.85 feet long, determine the perimeter of the sandbox.

4) Jack walks along the periphery of a swimming pool, in the shape of a square. What is the

perimeter of the pool, if each side is 25 yards?

5) Liam added a square-shaped outdoor dining space to attract new customers. If each

side of the dining space measured 15.79 feet, determine its perimeter.
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17.36 miles

168 inches

31.4 feet

100 yards

63.16 feet

Answer key
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